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Abstract

Natural systems, organic or inorganic, embody spatial growth as one
of the working principles that is central to the development of complex
forms with a wide range of mechanical functions. In this talk, we take
inspiration from this tenet and investigate partitive geometry – a new
paradigm for geometric modeling for design and manufacturing. Parti-
tive geometry leverages the geometric principles of growth in physical,
chemical, and biological systems and offers a new representation for
complex 2D and 3D lattices. Starting with an example from the bio-
logical world, we will see how spatial growth manifests in animal skin
cells and discuss computational schemes to capture this growth for de-
signing a range of geometric structures. We will then develop the idea of
partitive geometry in the context of designing topologically interlock-
ing shapes and auxetic structures using spatial symmetries induced
by textile weaves. The talk will expose these ideas through specific
examples of structural (or architected) materials and path planning
algorithms for cooperative manufacturing. Finally, we will look at par-
titive geometry from the broader perspective of fundamental geometric
representations for generative design and manufacturing.
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